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ABSTRACT 

The work presented here includes the performance evaluation of PV/T hybrid system. The performance is 

studied by flowing high TDS /brackish water from its back surface to obtain desalinated water. The temperature 

effect of PV/T module is analysed and its electrical and thermal efficiency are compared with the same type of 

other PV module. The experiment has been performed at different flow rates for typical climatic conditions of 

Northern region of India at the National Institute of Solar Energy, Gurgaon. 

 Keywords: PV/T (Photovoltaic/Thermal) System, Desalination, TDS (Total Dissolved Solids), 

Efficiency. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Desalination is the process of removing dissolved salts from high TDS water, thus producing fresh water from 

sea water or brackish water. When a PV panel is put directly under sun for longer time, it gets heated up. As 

result, its efficiency reduces because the open circuit voltage Voc of individual solar cell reduces by 2.3mV for 

every one degree rise in temperature of solar cell. Hybrid PV/T system convert the   solar radiation into thermal 

and electrical energy. A number of PV/T systems have been developed for both air and water. There are two 

main advantages of PV/T hybrid desalination system, firstly, the temperature of PV module get maintained by 

flowing water from its back surface and secondly, at the same time, we can obtain desalinated water from 

brackish water. Many experimental and theoretical studies on PV/T system have been reported. Dubey and 

Andrew [1] have studied temperature profile of PV/T system and concluded that average thermal efficiency and 

PV efficiency of mono-crystalline PV/T are 40.7% and 11.8% respectively and for poly-crystalline PV/T 

module are 39.4% and 11.5% respectively. Ibrahim et al [2] studied the different type of PV/T collectors and 

examined their performance. Zakharchenko et al [3] have also studied unglazed hybrid PV/T system with 

suitable thermal contact between the PV panel and thermal collector. They have proved that area of PV panel 

and thermal collector in a PV/T module need not to be equal for higher overall efficiency. Sachin Gupta et al [4] 

have developed a theoretical model of PV/T hybrid system and have used water as an optical filter for such 

PV/T systems.  
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The work presented here explains the temperature profile of PV/T system with respect to other PV module of 

same kind and comparing its electrical and thermal efficiency. 

II EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

After the design and fabrication of PV/T hybrid water desalination system, it has been installed for the study of 

performance analysis with another same type of PV (poly-crystalline) module. The cross sectional diagram of 

PV/T system is shown in Figure (1). The 3-D view of the system is shown in Figure (2). There is black cloth 

used on the back surface of PV/T module for maintaining the continuous flow of high TDS water at different 

flow rates with the help of copper pipe having small holes, where as other PV module is used as a reference. 

PV/T system is completely encapsulated by poly-carbonated sheet. Both modules are mounted over a iron frame 

as shown in Figure (3).The power specification of PV modules are  the same i.e.70 Wp. Gurgaon is at latitude 

28.47
o 

North. However, the PV/T system and reference PV module are tilted at 15
O 

to the horizontal plane. 

Water inlet of PV/T system is connected to a storage tank of a 200-litre capacity along with a flow meter and 

valve to regulate flow rate of water (10 ml/min or 12 ml/min) on the back surface of PV/T system. Data logger 

(GEONICA METEODATA-3000) is used for recording the inlet, outlet and modules temperatures with the help 

of temperature sensors, attached with the aluminium tape. Temperature of inside desalination water system on 

the back surface of PV/T system is also observed. Solar radiation is measured by using a pyranometer; 

multimeter and rheostat are used for the measurement of voltage and current of modules. Circuit diagram for 

voltage current measurement is given in Figure (4). The photograph of the system of current and voltage 

measurement is shown in Figure (5). The readings were taken in every one minute on typical days by data 

logger. The percentage variations of observations recorded have been observed to be too small.  

 

Figure (1) Cross-Sectional Diagram of PV/T module 
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Figure (2) 3-D view of PV/T module 

 

Figure (3) Photograph of PV/T system and reference PV system 

 

Figure (4) Circuit diagram for current and voltage measurement 
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Figure (5) Photograph of current and voltage measurement  

III METHODOLOGY 

In the evaluation of electrical and thermal performance of PV/T water desalination system, two main parameters 

are used which are thermal efficiency and electrical efficiency by using a terminology is given by T.T Chow[5]: 

t=    C(Tout -Tin )                                                                                                                               (1) 

               GA 

and 

   e = Vmp × Imp                                                                                                                                                                                                                 (2) 

              GA 

where  and C are mass flow rate and specific heat capacity of inlet water respectively, A is the area of 

desalination system, Tin and Tout are the inlet and outlet water temperature respectively, G is the incident solar 

radiation, Vmp  and Imp are the voltage and electrical current at maximum power point respectively calculated 

from I-V curve of both system. Thermal efficiency of PV/T system is temperature dependent. The thermal 

efficiency is also shown as a function of reduced temperature, which is defined as H.A.Zondag [6]: 

 Tred = Tin-Ta                                                                                                                                  (3) 

              G 

where Ta is the ambient temperature. 

The TDS of flowing water back side of PV/T system is reduced by 50% measured by TDS meter. For the 

evaluation of total efficiency of PV/T system, some researchers Bhargava et al [7], Bergene and Lovvik [8], 

Fujisawa and Tani [9] use the equation of total system efficiency total which is given as.: 

total = t + e                                                                                                                                                                                                              (4)  

where total is the total efficiency, t is the thermal efficiency and e is the electrical efficiency of PV/T system. 

Following Tiwari et al [10], Dubey and Tiwari [11] and Swapnil Dubey [12], the energy balance equation for 

some important component of PV/T system are written as: 

(1) For the back surface of tedlar sheet: 
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                           (5) 

(2) For water flowing below PV module the energy balance equation is given by: 

                                                 (6) 

Details of the parameter used in the above equations are given in Nomenclature. 

 

IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

I-V characteristics of PV/T and reference PV system are shown in Figure (6) and Figure (7). The P-V 

characteristics of PV/T system and PV reference module is shown in Figure (8) and Figure (9). It is observed 

that the power output of PV/T system is also increased which is seen by the comparison of P-V characteristics 

with the reference PV module. The temperature graph of PV/T and PV reference system with time are shown in 

Figure (10) and Figure (11). The inlet and outlet water temperature 37.8 
o
C and 68.7 

o
C respectively at the flow 

rate 10 ml/minute. It is concluded that thermal and electrical efficiency of PV/T system is found to be 8.9% and 

63% respectively. Hence, the total efficiency of PV/T system is 71.9% while the electrical efficiency of 

reference module is 6.7%. Whereas the inlet and outlet water temperature is 37.8
o
C and 69.5

o
C respectively at 

the flow rate 12 ml/minute, it is concluded that thermal an electrical efficiency of PV/T system is found to be 

11.0% and 75% respectively. Hence, the total efficiency of PV/T system is 86% while the electrical efficiency 

of reference module is 7.0%. So, from the experimental analysis it is observed that electrical efficiency of PV/T 

system is increased by 2% as compared to reference PV module. This is the benefit of cooling from the 

circulating water on back surface of PV/T system. The increase in the electrical and thermal efficiency of PV/T 

system is due to the decrease in the temperature of PV/T system because of free flow of water by controlled rate. 

TDS of collected water after the desalination process is reduced from 360 ppm to 180 ppm and amount of water 

collected from the desalination process is about 3.6 l.  

 

Figure (6) I-V Curve of PV/T Module 
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Figure (7) I-V Curve of PV Module 

 

Figure (8) P-V Characteristics of PV/T Module  system  at noon. 

 

Figure (9) P-V Characteristics of PV Module  system  at noon. 
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Figure (10) Temperature profile  of PV/T system with the time. T1 is back surface inside 

temperature of PV/T system 

                     

Figure (11) Temperature profile  of PV reference system with the time. T2 back surface 

temperature of reference PV module. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

PV/T  

A 

Tin                                                  

Tout                                                

Rs                                      

Rsh                                     

ID                                       

Iph                                      

V                                        

t   

 e                                     

total                                  

C   

G                                      

Ta                                    

Vmp                                 

Imp                      

τ    
g  

F’ 

hT 

 

I(t) 

Ub 

 

UT 

 

 

dx 

bs 

f 

sc 

α 
                                                                                                                 

              

 Photovoltaic thermal system 

 Area (m
2
) 

 Inlet temperature (
o
C) 

 Outlet temperature (
o
C) 

 series resistance 

 shunt resistance 

 Diode current 

 Photon current 

 Voltage (volts) 

 Thermal efficiency (%) 

  Electrical efficiency (%) 

 Total efficiency (%) 

 Specific heat of water 

 Global solar radiation (watt/m
2
) 

 Ambient Temperature (
o
C) 

 Maximum voltage at MPP 

 Maximum current at MPP 

Transmitivity 

Glass                                                                       

PV/T efficiency factor 

Heat transfer coefficient back 

surface to tedlar to fluid (W/m
2
K) 

Incident solar intensity (W/m
2
) 

An overall bottom heat transfer 

coefficient (W/m
2
K) 

An overall heat transfer coefficient 

from solar cell to back surface of 

Tedlar 

Elementary width 

Back surface of tedlar 

Inlet fluid 

Solar cell 

Absorptivity 

Packing factor of solar cell 

 

 

 

 

V CONCLUSIONS 

This paper described that the desalination process supports to increase the electrical efficiency of PV/T system 

by 2% as compared to reference PV module and input water TDS is also reduced by 50% after the desalination 

process. This system also solves the problem of hardness of water in any climatic region and it can be also used 

as a water heating system. However, this PV/T system has certain limitation of flow rate and solar radiation. 

This system is having good performance in those climatic regions where an average amount of solar radiation is 

always available. 
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